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The characteristics of the surface waves along the interface between a plasma and a
dielectric material have been investigated using kinetic Particle-In-Cell (PIC) simulations. A microwave source of GHz frequency has been used to trigger the surface
wave in the system. The outcome indicates that the surface wave gets excited along
the interface of plasma and the dielectric tube and appears as light and dark patterns
in the electric field profiles. The dependency of radiation pressure on the dielectric
permittivity and supplied input frequency has been investigated. Further, we assessed the capabilities of neural networks to predict the radiation pressure for a given
system. The proposed Deep Neural Network model is aimed at developing accurate
and efficient data-driven plasma surface wave devices.

I.

INTRODUCTION

the surface.Such modes are known as surface waves.

Waves in the bounded plasma have gained
considerable interest in the last few decades.

Such waves play a very cru-

cial role in understanding plasma turbulence in the divertor of laboratory fusion

While studying the interaction of an elec-

devices1 , torus of fluid2 , plasma diagnos-

tromagnetic field with the plasma, along

tics, laser physics3 , communication, atomic

with bulk wave modes, it is also important

spectroscopy4 , high-density plasma genera-

to consider the wave mode concentrated at
a)
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tions, and even in plasma processing. Furthermore, in astrophysical plasma, surface
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/ω 2 , where ωpe is the plasma frequency
wave energy transport has an important role 1−ωpe

in understanding the magnetosphere and so- and ω is the wave frequency. When such
lar corona problems5–8 . Steinolfson et al.9 a medium with negative permittivity is surfound that at higher frequencies, the vis- rounded by a dielectric of positive permittivcous damping of surface waves can cause the ity, d , the propagation takes place along the
heating of the solar corona. Even in quan- interface with frequency ω ≤ ωpe /(1 + d )1/2 ,
tum plasma, surface wave study has made where d is the relative permittivity of glass13 .
quite good imprints. To name a few, Lazar Upon satisfaction of the given condition,
et al.10 investigated the dispersion proper- plasma can sustain the surface wave with an
ties of the surface wave by incorporating the evanescent field on both the sides14 . Such naquantum statistical pressure as well as the ture of the wave aids in dumping the energy
quantum tunneling effects and observed that into the system, resulting in rapid ionization
these effects make it easier for the electro- in the plasma medium. Plasma surface waves
static surface waves to propagate in plasma. were first observed experimentally by TrivelShahmansouri et al.11 , investigated the in- piece and Gould15 using a cylindrical plasma
fluences of Coulomb interaction along with column bounded by dielectric. After that,
other quantum forces and the external mag- the surface wave has been investigated connetic field to understand the properties of sidering the interface separating the media of
two different dielectrics16–20 . For many early

ion-acoustic surface waves.

The surface wave is an electromagnetic years, high-frequency discharges have been
wave localized at the surface, which prop- maintained between the metal electrodes or
agates along with the interface of mediums the resonant cavities. However, the method
having different permittivity. The name was very complex to maintain the discharge.
comes from the notion of carrying energy, Then a new way of plasma production was
mainly in the near interface region, and de- proposed that can reduce some complexity of
cays exponentially away from the interface. already existing devices based on RF and miSuch nature of a wave is also known as an crowave frequencies. The new method uses
In plasma physics, the electromagnetic (EM) surface waves to sus13
surface wave propagation takes place only tain the discharge . Eventually, the interif the dielectric permittivity of the medium est in such waves attracted researchers to
evanescent wave.

is negative12 . For cold plasma approxima- use in sustaining plasma columns. Theretion, the permittivity is described as  = fore, in the 1970s, a simple, compact, and
p
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well-organized device named surfatron was domain (FDTD) approximation. Igarashi et
developed, which uses electromagnetic sur- al.30 investigated the plasma surface wave usface waves to generate plasma columns at ing the finite element method. Kabouzi et
microwave frequencies13,21 . It does not re- al.31 used a self-consistent two-dimensional
quire any external magnetic field along the fluid-plasma model coupled with the Maxwell
column (plasma) axis or other additional de- equations for surface wave sustained argon
vices to sustain the plasma, like other de- plasma discharge. Despite all these investigavices.

As the electrodes are not required tions described above, we believe that there is

for the wave excitation, the problem of gas a significant gap in understanding regarding
contamination and the corrosion of the elec- the kinetic properties of plasma in support of
trodes due to interaction with the plasma the surface wave propagation.
gets reduced. Apart from the ease of plasma

In the present work, we have investigated

sustainability, such systems have amazing ap- surface waves and their kinetic characterisplications in the field of communication tech- tics. There are various factors on which the
nology as plasma antennas. A plasma an- surface wave propagation depends. Paramtenna is the best alternative for a traditional eters like plasma density, source frequency,
metal antenna with re-configurable input ca- and surface material permittivity are a few
pability. Several articles reported the theo- of the important ones among those factors.
retical and experimental investigation of the Out of which, we have considered the source
surface wave and its characteristics22–26 in the frequency and the material permittivity to
context of its usage as antenna. However, study the surface wave characteristics. To
there are still open questions regarding sur- quantify the impact of the aforementioned
face wave physics yet to be answered that parameters, we have observed the radiation
would provide a new perspective about the pressure pattern in the presence of surface
field.27,28
waves. The work is performed using particleBesides the laboratory and industrial in- in-cell (PIC) simulation32 of an argon plasma
vestigation, several authors have studied sur- with XOOPIC33 . The code uses the Monte
face waves using different numerical simula- Carlo collision algorithm34 to model collisions
tion techniques. To begin with, Kousaka et with neutrals in the system. The result preal.29 studied the propagation of electromag- sented in this work is believed to add new
netic waves along the plasma dielectric inter- physical aspects of the surface wave sustained
face wave using the 2D finite difference time plasma column to aid future experimental in-
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vestigations and innovations.

The usability of DNN is unlimited if a user

One of the unique aspects of the present can train such a model with physics-based
work comes in the form of application of Deep parameters. In recent studies, it has shown
Neural Network (DNN) to predict the radia- promising outcomes in terms of accurate pre35–38
. The need
tion characteristics of a given system. Deep diction of physical quantities
Learning is a sub-field of machine learning in for such a model appears due to computationArtificial intelligence (A.I.) that deals with ally expensive kinetic codes such as PIC. For
algorithms inspired by biological neurons. It example, a typical run of XOOPIC with the
uses sophisticated mathematical modeling to presented system configuration takes 10-12
process data in complex ways. DNN consists hours (wall-time) depending on the number
of neural networks that have an input layer, of particles used. In order to reduce statistian output layer, and at least one hidden layer cal noise, that number can ever go up to 36-40
in between. In the neural network, the input hours. Now, this is why a consolidated artilayer is the first layer that accepts the exter- ficially trained model is essential such that
nal information or data and passes it into the prediction of radiation data becomes numerinput layer’s units. The output layer is the ically cheap. In the present work, we have
last layer of the neural network that produces built a DNN model comprising a complex
outputs for the model. It provides the out- neural network of several layers to predict
come or prediction of the data fed into the in- estimated radiation data for a given plasma
put layer. Hidden layers are the intermediate system. Additionally, we have made it openlayer between the input and output layers. source, such that people can contribute their
There can be either one or more hidden lay- data to improve the accuracy of their model
ers in a network. Being a combination of neu- and experimental facilities.
ral network and machine learning, DNN pro- The paper has been organized as follows. Secvides a perfect tool to leverage deep learning tion II presents the simulation model for the
for all machine learning tasks and expect bet- study, followed by results and discussion of
ter performance with surplus data availabil- the work in section III. Section IV describes
ity. With the advent of cost-effective com- the implementation and usage of the Deep
puting power and data storage, deep learning Neural Network (DNN) in the present work.
has been embraced in every digital corner of Lastly, we conclude the work in section V.
our everyday life. However, there is a big gap
in research-based physical models as of now.
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II.

SIMULATION METHOD AND

MODELING

RF discharges, to microwave-beam devices.
The code can handle an arbitrary number of
species and includes Monte Carlo Collision

In the present work, the interaction (MCC) algorithms for modeling intra-species
of plasma with an electromagnetic field collisions of charged particles as well as colliinside a dielectric tube has been stud- sions with the neutral background gas.
ied using a Particle-in-Cell simulation code
(XOOPIC33 ). It is an X-Windows version of
OOPIC, which is a two-dimensional relativistic electromagnetic object-oriented particlein-cell code written in the C++ programming language. . The PIC method is preferred over others to better understand the
non-linear properties of plasma and kinetic
behavior. It models a plasma system consisting of a large number of superparticles FIG. 1.

Schematic of our simulation model.

(having the same charge to mass ratio as the Length of the tube in x, and y direction are 0.3
real plasma particles) distributed in a spatial m and 0.03 m respectively. The thickness of the
domain. The charge and current densities dielectric tube is 0.01 m. Source of microwave
are calculated using the superparticle’s po- frequency 2.45 GHz is placed at the left top of
sition and velocity data in a spatial domain. portion of the model. The left and right boundMaxwell’s equations are solved at each time ary of the system is considered to be absorbing.
step for discrete mesh points, and particles
are moved by the resulting forces calculated

The model is developed considering the

on the particles. A detailed description of the symmetric half of the cylinder on Cartesian
algorithm of XOOPIC code can be found in a geometry.

The schematic of our model is

paper written by Verboncoeur et al.33 . It has given in fig. 1. The length of the cylinder is
features of modeling two spatial dimensions considered to be 0.3 m in the x-direction and
in both Cartesian (x,y) and cylindrical(r,z) 0.03 m in the y-direction. The top boundgeometry, including all three velocity compo- ary is a dielectric material with a thickness
nents. The applicability of this code ranges 0.01 m. The left and right boundaries of the
from plasma discharges, such as glow and plasma system are considered to be nearly
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perfect conductors (for the fields) and to ab- the simulation was run for 2 × 106 timesteps,
sorb the incident particles. Particles (elec- which translates into 2 µs. In our modeling
trons and Argon ions) are loaded uniformly approach, we load a uniform density at the
throughout the domain from Maxwellian dis- beginning in a similar fashion as others40,41
tributions with respective temperatures Te and run the simulation long enough to make
and Ti (see section II). The plasma density is sure the loss of particles at the walls and
sustained by ionization via collision with the generation of particles due to charge-neutral
constant background neutrals (pressure of 0.1 collision is balanced. Each case was run to
Torr). However, the ionization of the second reach a quasi-stationary state and terminated
and higher-order argon atoms is neglected. when there were no significant changes in the
A source of microwave frequency (fsource ) at plasma density profiles.
2.45 GHz is added using a wave port (at the

As we mentioned in the introduction, a

left top portion of the model). The dielec- typical run of XOOPIC can take 10-12 hours
tric constant (r ) of the surrounding material (wall-time) or may be even 36-40 hours based
and the source frequency (fsource ) are contin- on grid resolution and statistical weight. We
uously varied to quantify the effects on radi- made a moderate choice of 20 hours per run
ation profile. For the baseline simulation, we for 1024 parametric variations. It approxihave set fsource at 2.45 GHz and r at 5.

mately took 42 days using HPC (parallel and

To maintain the stability of the numer- sequential).
ical method, step size and grid size has
been chosen carefully, satisfying the Courant III.
condition39 . The spatial grid is composed of
2048 (N x × N y) cells of cell size 0.00468 ×

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The physical properties of the surface

0.00125 m, which ensures that Debye length wave have been investigated using the paramis resolved. On average, 39 computational eters given in section II. Under the applicaparticles (super-particle) per cell are loaded, tion of a microwave source, the interaction
resulting in adequate resolution for the field of the electromagnetic field with the plasma
quantities with minimum statistical noise. leads to the localization of surface charge
As mentioned, a time step of 10−12 s is chosen near the interface region (charge bunching).
to meet Courant criteria, ensuring electrons The presence of surface charge causes the
(fastest particle) never cross an entire spatial maximum electric field intensity in the region
cell in one single time step. For each case, and the intensity decreases as we move away
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Parameter

Valuea

Initial Plasma density (Ne,i )

∼ 1014 m−3

Final Plasma density (Ne,i )

∼ 1.5 × 1016 m−3 (baseline)

Electron temperature (Te )

2 eV

Ion temperature (Ti )

0.03 eV

Debye length (λd )

0.001 m

Number of cells (Nx , Ny )

64, 32

Time step (δt)

10−12 s

Spatial Grid size (δx, δy)

0.00468 m, 0.00125 m

System length (Lx , Ly )

0.3 m, 0.04 m

No. of particles

102400 (baseline)

Neutral Gas

Argon (Ar)

Pressure

0.1 Torr

a

The values have been adapted from the work of N. Matsumoto41 .

TABLE I. Simulation Parameters.

from the interface region (in the radial direc- ence for normalization. The frequency and
tion). Such behavior is known as an evanes- the dielectric constants for this figure have
cent nature. Existing literature on plasma been considered 2.45 GHz and 5, respectively.
surface wave indicates that the evanescent It can be observed from the fig. 2 that near
nature is one of the assurances for the sur- the dielectric surface, the field intensity is
face wave to exist. Figure 2 describes the maximum and then decays in the radial dispatial profile of the normalized electric field rection, which points toward the existence of
(Ex ) and the densities along the radial direc- a surface wave. The general idea of surface
tion (y-direction) for the baseline simulation. wave study is based on the epitome of reality
Here, the electric field has been normalized that only surface involved is the interface bewith its maximum value (maximum electric tween two mediums. The surrounding vessel
field 1.5 × 104 V/m) and the system radius are the artifact of a more practical approach.
(y) with electron Debye length. For the den- The general approach of surface wave study
sities, bulk plasma density is taken as refer- is to neglect the effect of the plasma sheath.
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(a)

(b)

FIG. 2. (a) Axial electric field and (b) density profiles along the radial direction in across the plasma
and the dielectric medium. The black dotted line represents the interface of the plasma and the
dielectric material. The frequency and the dielectric constants are considered to be 2.45 GHz and
5 respectively. The axial electric field normalized by its maximum value (maximum electric field
1.5 × 104 V/m) and the density is normalized by the bulk plasma density 1.5 × 1016 m−3 . The
radial length is normalized by the electron Debye length (λd ) for both figures.

The argument for such consideration is the electric field, Ex (x, y), normalized with its
sheath scale length, λDe , which is much less maximum value. The presence of positive
than the typical scale length (depth of pene- and negative charge separated regions contration) of the surface wave40,42–45 . However, firms the existence of standing waves in that
one can find such dispersion including the ef- region (shown as bright and dark patches in
fect of sheath in the work by Cooperberg et fig. 3). The plasma particles get trapped and
al.46,47 . For our case, we have also observed oscillate with surface wave frequency. There
the existence of sheath near the interface re- is various literature also which supports our
gion as shown in fig. 2(b).

theory of surface wave15,40,48 . The color bar

The basic idea of surface wave generation in the figures represents the intensity of the
in such systems is based on superposition of electric field denoted by ζ.
oppositely directed traveling waves from two

The other observation from this field in-

different regions near the interface. Such su- tensity profile is, at a frequency below the
perposition produces standing wave in which 2.45 GHz frequency, the present model does
the plasma oscillates with certain frequency not observe any charge bunching near the inknown as surface wave frequency15 . In fig. 3, terface region (shown in fig. 3(a)). The reawe observe the normalized axial profile of the son might be the low energy input source,
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FIG. 3.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Profile of axial electric field intensity near the interface region for different frequency

values. (a)Frequency - 1.7 GHz (maximum electric field intensity 3.6 × 103 V /m), (b)Frequency 2.45 GHz (maximum electric field intensity 6.4 × 103 V /m), (c) Frequency - 3.45 GHz (maximum
electric field intensity 1×105 V /m). The colorbar in the figures represents the ratio of electric field
intensity to its maximum value denoted by ζ, (d) Pattern of the charge bunching width depending
on the different frequency values using radial fit. δ in the figure represents the difference of the
space charge width. The normalization of this parameter has been done by the wavelength of the
wave λ.

which might not be strong enough to in- the excitation of surface wave propagation.
crease the plasma density in order to excite However, for further increase in input frethe surface wave. The increasing frequency quency, we have also observed a decrease in
enhances the collision between the plasma the charge bunching width. Using the Raparticles and neutrals, exceeding the criti- dial Basis Function (RBF), fit for the data
cal density. It causes the bunching of the , fig. 3(d), shows the trend of charge-width
surface charge near the interface leading to variation depending on the frequency value.
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RBF method has been used for fitting as R1 (0.0 - 114.1 λd ) represents the bulk region
this method provides an excellent interpolant of the system away from the interface. Refor high dimensional data sets of poorly dis- gions R2 (0.0 - 44.7 λd ) and R3 (47.5 - 88.5
tributed data points. In the figure δ rep- λd ) correspond to the different charge bunchresents the difference of the charge width. ing regions with opposite polarity near the
The normalization of this parameter has been interface. Since we are interested in localized
done by the wavelength of the injected wave, sampling, we also took a range in the radial
λ.

direction for each axial range. For region R1,
Typically, glass is used as dielectric ma- the radial range was taken as (0.0 - 4.7 λd ),

terial to study surface wave propagation in whereas for regions R2 and R3 (23.0 - 28.5
plasma experiments. However, we perform λd ). To have a one-to-one correspondence,
a much generalized and detailed numerical one should refer to the yellow and blue region
study by considering the different permittiv- in the electric field intensity profile (fig. 3b)
ity values. The dependency of field inten- for regions R2 and R3. Yellow and blue represity on the surrounding permittivity materi- sent the localized positive and negative space
als has been shown in fig. 4. Increasing ma- charge regions, respectively.
terial permittivity increases the conductivity,

To understand the distribution of particles

and the charge separation width decreases. in the presence of reverse-polarity structure,
Also the wave energy is concentrated mainly Cairns et al.49 introduced a particular nonnear the interface region. Moreover, increas- thermal distribution known as Cairn’s distriing the dielectric value of the material makes bution. Due to the evanescent nature of the
the surface behave very differently, eventu- surface wave field the magnitude of the field
ally the wave patterns get destroyed (shown is higher near the interface region. Therein fig. 4(c)). In fig. 4(d), the trend of charge fore, the particles gains more energy in that
bunching width variation is shown depending region compared to the bulk. The effect can
on the permittivity value using the RBF fit.

be observed in the velocity distribution of

The velocity distribution of the electrons the electrons in region 2 and region 3. The
has been studied to understand their energy distribution obtained here is non-Maxwellian
dynamics throughout the system (fig. 5b). showing the high energy tail. Such deviaThe reconstruction of the velocity distribu- tion from Maxwellian distribution mostly oction is performed from the phase space at curs when the collisions between the highthree different regions (see fig. 5a). Region energy particles and neutral particles are in-
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FIG. 4.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Profile of axial electric field intensity near the interface region for different permittivity

variations.(a) permittivity - 20 (maximum electric field intensity 1.6×104 V /m), (b) permittivity 50 (maximum electric field intensity 7.2 × 103 V /m), (c) permittivity - 100.(maximum electric field
intensity 1 × 104 V /m). The colorbar in the figures represents the ratio of electric field intensity
to its maximum value denoted by ζ. (d) Pattern of the charge bunching width depending on the
different permittivity values using radial fit. δ in the figure represents the difference of the charge
width. The normalization of this parameter has been done by the wavelength of the wave λ.

frequent compared to the low energetic par- be expressed as a product of particle veticles. The underlying reason for such occur- locity and slowing downtime, vτs .

There-

rence is the mean free path of the higher en- fore, the mean free path bears the quadratic
ergetic particles, which is proportional to v 4 , term. The detailed derivation is available in
where v is the velocity of the particles50–52 . R. S. Marshall, and P. M. Bellan’s work53
The quadratic factor comes from the Fokker- in addition to textbooks54,55 . Particles havPlanck theory, where the slowing downtime, ing such mean free path does not relax to
τs ∼ v 3 . The mean free path (λmf p ) can a Maxwellian distribution state and shows
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(a)

(b)

FIG. 5. (a) Axial electric field intensity with highlighted areas used for velocity reconstruction.
(b) Radial velocity distributions (f (vy )) of the electrons for different regions. The cyan profile
represents the particle distribution in bulk region of the plasma i.e., R1 (0.0 - 114.2), The blue
profile represents the particle distribution with left polarity, R2 (0.0 - 44.7) and black represents
the distribution with right polarity, R3 (47.5 - 88.5). A.U is the arbitrary unit and vth is the
thermal velocity of electrons. The bracketed numbers corresponding to each region are presented
in normalized length scale (λd ).
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the deviated distribution. Hence, the best itive and negative potential. This might exfit for the profile naturally suits a Kappa- plain the reason behind the particles with the
Cairns distribution. Such Kappa-Cairns dis- shifted Kappa-Cairns distribution near the
tribution is usually found due to the pres- interface region. The different polarity of the
ence of highly energetic non-thermal elec- field defines the cause for the acceleration of
trons and the co-existence of both the pos- the particles in different directions.
The Kappa-Cairns distribution:
v4
1+α 4
vth

fe (v; vth , κ, α) = Aκ,α



!

−(κ+1)

v2

× 1 + 
2 κ−

D
2



2
vth



,

(1)

where,


Γ(κ + 1)/Γ κ +

Aκ,α = 

2
2πvth
κ−

D
2

2−D
2



 D 
2

1 + D(D + 2)α

κ− D
2
κ− D+2
2

,

κ>

D
+ 1,
2

v is the electron velocity (simulation data), D = 1, 2, 3 for 1D, 2D, and 3D systems, κ and
α are the spectral indices of the distribution function, vth =

q

kTe
me

is the thermal velocity for

the electrons.
For shifted Kappa-Cairns distribution,
feshif t (v; vth , κ, α) = Aκ,α

v4
1+α 4
vth

!



−(κ+1)

(v − vshif t )2 

× 1 + 
2
2 κ − D2 vth

,

(2)

In region 1, further away from the surface, in the bulk region. If the system size in the
the electron distribution starts to take the radial direction is taken large, particles may
form of a Maxwellian. The slight deformity in lose their energy interacting with the backthe distribution might be due to the high en- ground. In such case we may end up with
ergetic particles (produced through the inter- a perfect Maxwellian distribution. However,
action of plasma with electromagnetic wave) it is needless to say such small change does
near the interface can possibly move towards not alter the dynamics of the system. Therethe bulk region. The bulk plasma is quite fore, we did not modify the system radius
close to the interface (0.03 m away, as shown as it would increase the computational hours
in the model). We believe this could be one without significant improvement of the reof the reasons for obtaining the Cairns dis- sults. Although, we could not confirm the
tribution or shifted Maxwellian distribution reason behind the resemblance of the distri-
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bution towards Cairns fit in the present context. The above finding might be the scope
for future works.
In fig. 6, the spatial profile of the timeaveraged power density is deposited into
the electrons that causes the heating of
the plasma near the interface. In the earlier investigation, it has been found that at

(a)

high-pressure range, ohmic heating is the
dominant heating mechanism in RF plasma
system40 . Such a heating mechanism is responsible for the visible glow near the interface region. The appearance of such glow
occurs due to the short mean free path for
inelastic scattering, which causes the fastmoving electrons to lose energy quickly while
moving away from the interface. The pro-

(b)

file of electron heating shows the wavelike FIG. 6. Spatial profile of the power deposited
structure due to the presence of strong res- in the plasma by the field. The red dashed line
onant surface wave fields. This makes the represents the interface separating the plasma
non-uniform heating profile of plasma in x- and the dielectric. The value of the power dendirection (axial direction). The strong field sity is represented by J and is normalized by its
ˆ (a) Source
causes the generation of hot electron popu- maximum value and denoted by J.

lation in that region. Permittivity values in frequency - 2.45 GHz, and permittivity - 5 (maxfigures (a) and (b) have been used as 5 and imum value of power deposited is 104 Wm−2 ),
20, respectively, and the source frequency is (b) Source frequency - 2.45 GHz and permittivconsidered to be 2.45 GHz. The value of the ity - 20, (maximum value of power deposited is
power density is represented by J and is nor- ∼ 103 Wm−2 ).
malized by its maximum value and denoted
ˆ
by J.
and magnetic fields near the interface region
The radiation profile of the system is given shows strong peaks in that region. As the rain fig. 7. The presence of localized electric diation pressure represents the energy loss in
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that for low permittivity (for the baseline parameters), the waves in the plasma system
loose their energy as they move towards the
bulk region (diminishing radiation pattern).
However, for higher permittivity (r = 20 and
fsource = 2.45 GHz) the dielectric material
contains the injected wave and absorbs all the
(a)

emitted radiation into the dielectric medium
(shown in fig. 7(b)). We have observed the
same trend for even higher permittivity values. The take away is there is a threshold
for permittivity to be used as a surrounding
material for surface wave instruments.

IV.
(b)

DEEP NEURAL NETWORK MODEL

In this section, we have built a Deep Neu-

FIG. 7. Radiation pressure in y-direction. The ral Network (DNN) model using Particle-inred dashed line represents the interface separat- Cell simulation data sets to predict the esing the plasma and the dielectric. The value of timated radiation data based on the system
the radiation pressure is represented by P and is parameters of any given system.
normalized by its maximum value and denoted

Figure fig. 8 represents the schematic of

by P̂ . (a) radiation profile for source frequency a standard DNN model for such a purpose.
2.45 GHz and permittivity value 5 (maximum The input layer (xi , i = 0, 1, 2, ..., n, where
radiation pressure 10−4 Nm−2 ), (b) radiation i = no. of dependent parameters or degrees
profile for source frequency 2.45 GHz and per- of freedom) has been constructed from critimittivity value 20 (maximum radiation pressure cal system parameters like input source fre10−5 Nm−2 ).

quency, dielectric permittivity of the surface
material.

(j)

The hidden layers (al , where,

the medium, the value of relative permittiv- j = 1, 2, .., 4, and l = 1, 2, .., m) have been
ity decides how the radiation will behave in developed using standard TensorFlow modthe system. In fig. 7(a), it can be observed els from Keras (e.g. relu, selu, elu etc.). The
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input
layer

ADAM has been used for the training runs.

hidden layers
(1)

a1

(2)

a1
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a3
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output
layer

One of the important reasons for training an

(4)

y1

MLP is to determine the weight and biases

(4)

y2

using training data for the activation func-

..
.

tions. The weights and biases depend on the

yk

choice of the loss function. For the present

x2
a3
x3

..
.
xn

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

a4

a4

a4

a4

..
.

..
.

..
.

..
.

(1)

am

(2)

am

(3)

am

(4)

am

model, we have opted the standard choice for
regression problems, the Mean Squared Error

FIG. 8. Schematic of the DNN model. A deriva- (MSE). In fig. 10 the training and validation
tive illustration of “Izaak Neutelings, TikZ.net; loss for the model is plotted as a function of
licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution- the number of epochs. We have used 25% of
ShareAlike 4.0 International License.”

the training data as a validation set and considered early stopping to avoid over-fitting.

number of hidden layers has been kept lim-

To test our DNN network, we random-

ited to 4 for the present work. The output ized the input data set keeping the output
layer (yo , where, o = 1, 2, .., k) will give us data tethered and created two unique data
the spatial dependence of radiation pattern set comprised of 1000 data points. A comfor a specific system input. For the present parison between the simulated data and the
case, we have considered k = 1. After sev- ML predicted data is shown on fig. 11. The
eral tests, we finalized our multilayer per- predicted values are found to lie within 2σ
ceptrons (MLPs56,57 ) with four hidden layers limit.
each consisting 100 neurons (nodes). fig. 9

The DNN source code has been made

has been introduced to visualize neural net- available under MIT License. User can find
works’ architecture and understand how the the relevant details by visiting Zenodo or
59
different layers are connected with different GitHub (doi:10.5281/zenodo.6300930).

neurons. For the MLP, we have used two specific element-wise nonlinear functions called V.
layer activation functions from Keras58 , Rectified Linear Unit (RELU), and Scaled Ex-

CONCLUSIONS

Our simulation model confirms the ex-

ponential Linear Unit (SELU). A variant of istence of the surface wave by the evanesthe stochastic gradient descent algorithm re- cent nature of the field. The principal foferred to as ADAptive Moment estimation or cus of the present study was to examine the
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(a)

FIG. 9. A visual representation of our DNN
model. (Click to zoom)

(b)

FIG. 11.

Normalized radiation pressure pre-

dicted by the network for different sets of known
input data (source frequency, dielectric permittivity) along with true data from simulation. Radiation pressure is normalized with maximum
FIG. 10. Training and validation loss as a func- value available in the training data set. Top
tion of the number of epochs for the DNN model. (a) and bottom (b) panels represent the network
performance of two randomly selected series of

properties of the surface wave for different data sets.
source frequency and permittivity values. It
has been observed that at particular cut- agation. We have also noticed, with increasoff frequency, the model supports the charge ing frequency the bunching width (δ) starts
bunching indicating the existence of surface to decrease . The material permittivity has
wave. Below that frequency the system does also a significant effect on the charge sepanot show any bunching or surface wave prop- ration. Increasing permittivity for the sur-

18
rounding material decreases the charge sep- PIC simulations for estimation of radiation
aration width. The presence of surface wave pressure. For the present scenario, the dehas some adverse effects on the electron dy- grees of freedom (DNN model) is two (source
namics. The energy of the electrons through- frequency and permittivity). The ideal would
out the system has been studied using the have been to include the length and radius
reconstructed velocity distribution. Near the of the system, which would increase the tointerface the electrons seem to follow the tal number of runs multi-fold. With a modKappa-Cairns distribution, whereas, in the erate statistical noise for 1024 parametric
bulk region of plasma (near to origin), they variations (∼ 20 hours per run), it took alapproach the Maxwellian distribution. How- most 42 days using HPC (parallel and seever, the distribution was slightly deviated quential). Keeping the run-time and comfrom Maxwellian, which we suspect due to putational budget in mind, we tried to keep
small influx of higher energy particles to- the total number of inputs (degree of freewards the bulk region. The electron heat- dom) limited to the case. In our opinion, the
ing present in the system is very much dif- present way of using the PIC simulation as
ferent from the usual discharge process as it the data acquisition method for constructing
can be controlled by the supplied input fre- a DNN model might be an impractical apquency and the permittivity value. The pres- proach due to its computational cost. Howence of the surface wave field is responsible ever, the open-source nature of the code and
for the hot electron population in the near flexible input parameter space can allow peointerface region. The parameters considered ple to expand the model to build on top of
for the study also seem to affect the radiation the existing datasets without rerunning the
pressure which constitutes the energy loss in entire parameter space.
the system. From the observations, we can
suggest that the large permittivity material
might not be a good choice for the surface
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